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Breast cancers cells over express Tumor Associated Carbohydrate Antigens (TACA) but TACA as immunogens is restricted by a 
limited cooperation between TACA reactive B cell and T cells. To circumvent this draw back we have developed carbohydrate 

mimetic peptides (CMPs) with overlapping B and T cell epitopes to link TACA reactive humoral responses with anti-tumor 
cellular responses. Using molecular modeling we have designed a CMP reactive with anti-GD2 and anti-Lewis Y antibodies. CMP 
immunization leads to an inhibition of tumor cell growth in animal models, which proved dependent on cellular cytotoxicity 
in the context of Th1 responses induced by CMP vaccination and activation of NK cells.  Combination with Cyclophosphamide 
and IL-12 augments survival in murine tumor models. We observe that the limited and targeted attack resembles more the self-
limited disease in models of autoimmune inflammation in non-autoimmune prone individuals. Preclinical safety studies indicate 
that the CMP induces anti-tumor responses in the absence of autoimmunity. These findings encourage us to hypothesize about 
the possible cascade of immune events initiated by CMP immunization. Apparently, it can reshape cellular responses in vivo 
facilitating a multifaceted anti-tumor immune response. Such responses targeting TACA parallel those associated with immune 
surveillance mechanisms required for prevention of recurrence of breast cancer disease and blood borne dissemination of breast 
cancer cells. In a limited Phase I study CMP immunization is tolerable and induces an anti-CMP response that is cross-reactive 
with TACA expressing human tumor cells. Immune modulation based on CMPs provides a new intervention for enhancing anti-
tumor immunotherapy.
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